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Dn'ROOOCTI<loJ 

The present study vill serve as 2 basis for discussion oo the strategies, 
policiea and agents for the present piiase in the development of the capital 
goods industry in the framework oi the Regional Consultation on the 
Restructuring of the Capital Goods Indus::ry in Latin .Aa.c_·'f'ica and the 
Caribbean, to be held at Caracas. The prime purpose is to present options for 
policies that countries can adopt to improve the COllpetitiveness of this 
industry. 

The discussion is presented as follows. In the first section, the main 
trends in the direction of change in the economic envirmmer.t of Latin America 
and the Caribbean are s.-rized. This point is emphasized because the 
various changes in economic policy that have taken place in the cotmtries 
concerned and the predominant orientation towards more open -rltets at the 
present time represent a basic change of course in a fifty-year-old tradition 
of inward-oriented development. 

In the second section, a detailed characterization is u.de of the 
policies inherited from this period in order to establish, in a rough way, 
their effects on the c011petitiveness of capital goods in the region. For this 
exercise, the "diMIOlld" used by Professor Michael Porter to show the 
determinants of competitive advantage bas been adopted as the u.in reference 
tool, as it allows the interaction between different determinantg of 
competitiveness in the various countries to be evaluated succinctly. The u.in 
argument underlying the exercise is that, although the policie11; of iaport 
substitution permitted the emergence - and in S09e cases the virorous 
emergence - of capital goods in the region, they did so at the cost of serious 
weaknesses in competitiveness because they disfavoured the 11ain determinant: 
firm strategy, structure and rivalry. 

The third section is concerned with the consideration of the new fields 
that are being created in the various countries as a result of the ct.anges in 
the orientation of "inward development" to adjust it to the conditions ~~ more 
open economies, iaa.much as this reorientation will be constantly reflected in 
the design of specific policies. These emerging fields are of three types. 
Firstly, t~re are the pressures for change in the enterprise, placing it in 
the eye of the storm of structural change. Secondly, there are the new fcrma 
of relationship between enterprises and the State which contribute to 
broadening tbe range of policies, as soon as the State ceases to be the centre 
of all action. Lastly, it is found that policies divide between those of 
universal application (horizontal policies) and those of particular 
application ("transverse" policies), depending on the specific features of the 
productive se.-ents concerned. 

This context is the starting-point for two explorations. In the fourth 
section, strategic ele.ents are analysed on the basis of cOllbining, on the one 
hand, two strategic options that present themselves in broad ter.8 to 
enterrrises ftnd, on the other, phases that they may pass through as they 
.. ture with the passage of time following the major macroeconomic changes. In 
the fifth section, an analysis is made of varieties of policies and their 
po•lible "•ixes" to improve the cmpetitiveneH of enterpriles as these pass 
through the corresponding pbaaes of maturation. 
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I. THE CHANGES IM THE LA.TIM APIERICAH ECON<ltlC ENVIRONMENT 

1. Thies have changed radically for Latin American industry. Ten years ago, 
Latin America was caught in a debate between tvo -jor strategic options. One 
consisted in introducing changes in the econoeic model of inward-oriented 
growt:i which would •ke it possible to rescue wt.at could be rescued from a 
long period of growth, adaptini it to the nev ~'°political circm1Stances and 
development conditions at the internatioual levf:l. The second involved 
drastic adjustlleota which, while achieving greai:er -croecoooeic stability, 
would compel a thoroughgoing readjusblent of pri>duction. As everyone mows, 
both options were tried. 

2. During the transitional period of the 1980s, econoeic plans for 
'"heterodox adjustlleot" saw the light of day in various Latin .American 
countries (the "Cruzado" Plan in Brazil, the "luatral" Plan in Argentina, 
Alan Garcia's plan in Peru) exploring "intenlet'iate" routes of -croeconomic 
change in which an attempt was -de to put the public finances in order while 
retaining the role of public invesblent as a •<•urce of dynamism, to return to 
the path of growth and to resu.e the renegotiation of national debts. Ve mov 
the results: the countries that tried such plnns aggravated their cycles of 
instability, and achieved neither one thing no:~ the other. The result was 
that the end of the 1980s saw the coining of the famous phrase concerning 
"Latin America's lost decade". 

3. In the •id-1980a, &09e countries of the c:nitinent (particularly Mexico, 
but also Costa Rica and Chile, although in the latter case the proceaa bad 
begun much earlier) initiated a very important change of direction in econoeic 
policy, the essential purpose being a return tc conditions of •croeconomic 
stability which would permit econoeic growth in 110re open econoeies, without 
the negative effects of inflationary turbulence or the systematic erosion of 
international reserves. from then on, in one country after another, processes 
of macroeconomic adjuatment began to be set in 110tion which abandoned the 
heterodox approaches and started out f roe an orthodox focus on stabilization. 

4. The set of policier involved is well known: realistic exchange rate 
policies tending in the direction of single exchange rate values which reflect 
the real value of currencie1, positive real rates of interest, freeing of 
price• for goods and services and liberalization of external trade and foreign 
investment. Although the range of reforwa ia broad, the tey to the changes 
baa been based on aclwnge rate policlea, which have •de it poaaible to 
establish radically new relations with the rest of the world. Aa a second 
phas~ in the a~juat.ent process, institutional and atructural reforms have 
been initiated affecting other spheres: privatization of public enterprises 
running at a lo•s, reformation and opening up of financial ayatema, fiscal 
reforms and, in some cases, joint efforts in the direction of accelerated 
progr&11111ea for coamercial integration (Merco1ur, the Galapagos Agreement of 
the Andean Pact, bilateral agreements, etc.). 

5. Thia change in the profile of economic policie• baa not pa•sed unnoticed 
in Latin American industry and, in particular, in the capital goods industry. 
this sector grew visibly between 1965 and 1980 (!CI.AC, 1991), but during the 
1980s it shoved a clear downward trend, reflecting first the effects of 
econ011ic sta~ation and later those of the turbulence cau.ed by the adjuatment 
process. The decline in the growth of the capital goods induatry is not 
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attributable solely to the change in policies nor bas it occurred in t~e same 
way in a:.l countries. The veatening of this industry would seem tc have 
proceeded in two stages: a first stage characterized by a loss of dynamism as 
a result of the macroecon01mic problems affecting investment (let us not forget 
that there was a net outflow of capital froa the region); the second 
consisted aainly in a loss of comretitiveness - especially on the domestic 
.. rket - as a result of the erosion of the advantages accumulated in the past. 

6. Simultaneously with the initiation of this abrupt change of direction, at 
the national and regional level, towards liberalization, witb the aim of 
.;:banging inward-oriented to outward-oriented growth, trends have been 
reinforced in the rest of the world in the direction of the globalization of 
business operations and of markets. As part of this process, and cc.ntinually 
reinforcing it, the impact of new generations of teclmologies (especially 
those based on electronics) bas been felt with increasing force on production 
practices, bringing about a change, since the 1970s, in the branches that &re 
growing more strongly around the world and those that are declining. In the 
nev context of production, advantages for ccapeting are also changing; 
natural resources are losing importance as the .ain determinant of country 
advantages, with the emphasis moving to other factors such &11 hUlll8D resources, 
innovative capacity and being in tune with changes in the market. The great 
truths of traditional 9811agemeot have also changed, leading to the 
achievements of new generations of firll8, •n.nly Japar.ese firms, which realize 
their competitive potential by capturing increasing proportions of 
international markets through their greater response capacity, their long-tea. 
vision and their stress on quality and human resources as nev organizational 
routines. As was to be expected, the fir11& of most co1Dltries are at the 
present ti.lie confronting a much more competitive environment and the 
increasing need to open up to the outside world in order to be able to survive 
and grow. Latin America is now no exception. 

7. It is thus necessary to differenti~te in Latin America between two 
periods in regard to industrial development policies: before and after the 
adjustment processes. The general thrust of the pclicies, the importance 
assigned to the State in the process, the instru11ents used and the level of 
articulatioa between them are different in these two stages. Naturally, the 
role of the different social actors involved also varies from context to 
context. 

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POLICIES OF INWARD-ORIENTZD 
GROWTH AND THEIR IMPACT ON CAPITAL GOODS 

8. The capital goods industry in Latin America began in a spontaneous way, 
particuldrly in the countries with larger markets (Brazil and Argentina). 
During the 1950s, a start was aade with policies of industrial promotion as a 
result of the regulation of imports by means of tariff barriers, in order to 
avoid destabilization in the countries' balance of trade. Later. combined 
with the original intention of avoiding balance-of-payments problem• ~here was 
a policy of protf!cting sectors that had shown g!'eat"!-· dJ'IU1111iam during the 
preceding period, and these .. aaurea were strengthened and integrated in 
articulated progr...ea during the 1960s and 1970• in the larger countries, 
and in the 19701 and 1980s in the 111ediU11-aized and small countries. Table 1 
present a suamary of the policies adopted by the .. jority of the co\U'ltriea and 
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the advantages and disadvantages arising nut of their application. The rest 
of this section contains a S\lllmlary of the logic of application of the various 
policies, their articulation in integrated str&tegies and their i.llpact on the 
competitiveness of enterprises. 

9. Adyantycs and disadDntuc• of the "inward crovth" policies. It would 
seem clear that the initial development of capital goods, at least in the 
largest countri~s, toot place without any kind of protection (Vidossicb, 1973; 
N. Leff, 1968). Later on, as a reault of the State sector bec011ing one of the 
11ain purchasers and, in SOiie cases, the key purchaser, State purchase 
mechanisms were established to .. te it possible to guarantee markets for the 
products already developed within longer ti.lie frames, a policy which gave 
greater transparency to the 118rket; purchases by public enterprises also 
contributed tovarc!s higher levels of specialization, to the extent that 
supplies of local origin gradually became stabilized. In this area, the 
results illproved when the large purchasing enterprises became conscious of the 
desirability of developing their suppliers for strategic reasons of their ovn, 
rather than this being illposed on them. Systematic financing plans were also 
developed which 11ade capital cheaper, so .:hat barri&rs to entry in certain 
markets could be overcOlle. In a general way, relative profitability 
advantages were encouraged. In the countries producing steel and other 
semi-processed 11aterials, policies were adopted and negotiations initiated 
with the ai.11 of ensuring that the inputs could be supplied at suitable prices, 
permitting a transfer of profitability from the public sector to the private 
sector and a guarantee of supply in the medium term. In regard to human 
resources, conventional policies were pursued - that is to say, policies 
directed towards training professionals and stilled workers in traditional 
trades (tuniers, ailling 11achine operators, welders, foundry aodel-.aters, 
etc.). Some countries adopted quite proactive and successful policies aimed 
at promoting exports, especially those countries which had already followed a 
path of expansion, relative specialization and adaptation of products to local 
markets (see D. Cbudnovsty and others, 1984). 

10. For its part, technological developaent, crucial in any capital goods 
industl}, did not show an upward trend, 11ainly because competitive pressures 
were low and the aost COlll90D strategies vere either the adaptation of products 
to certain local requirements or the signing of agreePJents (licensing, 
trademarks, direct investment) with foreign enterprises. The process also 
depended on the general conditions of industrial development in the countries 
concerned: availability of professionals and specialized institutions, 
support from purchasing enterprises in terms of design and redesign 
requirements, etc. 

11. In regard to the general philosophy, it may be noted that these inward 
growth policies vere followed in many of the developing countries in other 
latitudes that have emerged as capital goods producers, at least during the 
initial period. Thia is the case of countries lite the Republic of Korea, 
India, the People's Republir. of China and Taiwan. However, in the mid-1960s 
an impartant differentiation appeared within the general pattern, associated 
mainly with a different approach to exchange rate policy. CountrieG like the 
Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Bong Kong attempted growth strategies 
baaed on a competitive exchange rate in order to develop a pro-export bias. 
Thus use was made of the initial advantages produced by various decades of 
inward growth. TI1e exchange rate approach was accompanied by very decisive 
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action with regard to the development of human resources at all levels, more 
eapecially in engineering and specialized trades. Siailarly, heavy subsidies 
for export• (by financial aeans) were introduced and specialization vas 
promoted with the expansion of the domestic supply of specialized steel 
products (see "Corea: V Plan" in L. Vivas, 1985). No less illportant were the 
strategiea for strengthening large industrial clusters (in the caae of the 
Republic of Korea) and subcontracting links with the Japanese -rtet. 

12. If we tate stock nov as this Regional Consultation is takinJ place, the 
exchange rate policy see11a to have been the Achilles' heel in the inward 
growth policies in Latin America, in that: 

(a) It necessitated the establishllent of tariff barriers to counter the 
negative effect of the exchange rate policies on effective protection, and 

(b) It created an anti-export bias by giving excessive advantages to 
manufacture for domestic consumption as compared with production for export, 
reducing capacity to explore external .. rkets. 

13. The expansion achieved in the capital goods industry in the Latin 
American continent led to quite significant results in some countries. With 
the passage of ti.8e, however, th~s sector developed iatrinaic weabaesaea 
which, aa we hope to dellODstrate, became apparent at tbe ..ent of the change 
towards more open econ011ic policies. As sum11arized in table 1, the State 
purchasing policies created "captive" -rlcets, which, even under favourable 
conditions, were only "second beat .. rlcets". The compulsory nature of the 
purchases also tended to create a situation of •iatrust between purchasers and 
suppliers. The policies regarding raw material. prices, consisting in price 
differentials between locally produced inputs and inputs that had to be 
iaported, produced differences in specialization which responded not 
necessarily to aarlcet needs but rather to the profitability advantage of 
products aanufactured with local inputs. In addition, the irregularity of 
supplies in the abort term led to difficulties in deliver:T tilles. Regarding 
trade policy, tariffs hindered iaprovements in productivity as a result of the 
cost differential that they produced and because they aade external 
coapetition difficult, even on the part of neighbouring coapetitors. 

14. Financing policies, which initially allowed a lowering of barriers to the 
entry of local competitors, began as time passed to create the conditions for 
chronic and excessive indebtedness and weak capitalization on the part of the 
share holders of the enterpriaea. Exports tended to create a trade outflow 
with a strong base in surpluses, except in the case of Brazil. Fiscal 
incentives employed to promote investment or the formation of particular 
segments were ineffective as they tended to be offset by other incentives 
conceded for a broad range of items or activities. As to the develo~t of 
hlman resources, it remained "generalist" and, with very few exceptions, 
followed the changes in emerging operational technologies (CNC machine tools, 
CAD/CAM, etc. ) • 
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15. Influences on the cQ11petitiveness of capital 1oo4s. There is not too 
much literature on the :illpact of the earlier generation of public policies on 
the specific c011petitiveness of industrial sectors, at least from the 
viewpoint of modern paradips of competitiveness. Measures of competitiveness 
are usually based on the calculation of the ~ed. comparati-.e adYantages 
constructed on trade balances (Ram!es Report, 1990; O.J. Kandeng, 1991). 
These ~esults are very valuable as they 11ake it possible to obtain a 
"photograph" of the performance of an industl7'ial sector or of 110re 
disaggregated product groups. Nevertheless, this means ignoring another 
series of considerations relating to the structure and characteristics of 
competition in •~rkets, trends in the different production factors, etc. In 
the re11&inder of this section, the links will be established between the 
policies analysed above and the various determinants of sectoral 
c011petitiveness. following Porter's approach to the c011petitiveness of 
nations, four -jor determinants in a country's c011petitiveness can be 
identified (M.E. Porter, 1990; S. Widmer, 1992): 

(a) Strategy, atructure and riT&l.ry within the country concerned; 

(b) Factor coaditiOll8; 

(c) Demmd cooditiOD8; 

(d) Related industriea. 

On this basis, we shall identify the influences of the different public 
policies on each determin.1S11t of competitlveness (see figure 1). Let us see 
how this works out. 

16. An initial remark to be made is that the two aost dynamic factors, which 
are bec011ing increasingly illportant in contemporary competition, bad little 
relevance as a source of competitive dynaaia. in the earlier policy context. 
We are referring to the deterainants relating to the characteristics of the 
sector such as "strategy, liltructure and rivalry" and, on the other band, 
relationships between industries - i.e., the conditions for the appearance of 
aggregates of industries or "clusters", in which strategies uf cooperation and 
competition among enterprises are mixed. Thia first concluaion emerges vb.m 
we analyse the flow of interactions between related induatriea and 
atrategy. structure and riYalry in figure 1. The latter determinant did not 
play a very dynamic role in general competitiveness, and decisive in this 
reg4rd were the policies of greater scope: trade policiea (TP) and 
esclumge rate (D). An overvalued or "preferential" exchange rate for the 
export of a certain type of product (where multiple exchange rates existed) 
created negative conditions of effective protection both for exports 
(anti-export bias) and for the domestic market, ~enerally necessitating the 
establishment of sufficiently pr~tective tariffs or of non-tariff barriers to 
counter the effect in question. Thia contributed to the creation of national 
and regional environments relatively segregated from international 
competition, which in turn hindered the development of proactive enterprise 
strategies and sectoral structures of high variety and complementarity. 
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IMPACT OF POLICIES ON THE COMPETITIVENESS OF THE CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY 
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I TP ( •) I 
l SE (+) ._ 
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POLICIES: 

SP1 State purchases 

RH1 raw materials ' 
( 1. prices 
2. supplies) 

CP: commercial policies 

ER: exchange rate 

FP1 financial policie1 

TP1 technological policies 

SE: support for exports 

FI: fiscal incentives 

HR: human resources 4 
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17. Although the policy of State purchases permitted access by producers to 
new markels, it tended to limit internal rivalry. Against the current, 
policies of •upport for ezport• (SE) were adopted, and in some cases these 
generated substantial trade flows. The point being made here is that policies 
of a 'raditional type did not, in all cases, contribute to creating solid 
structures of competition which would in turn facilitate dynamic layers of 
s~cialization. Attempts to change this situation through technological 
policie• {TP) failed because they operated in an environment discouraging 
internal product and process innovation, leading in turn to a wide gap between 
the science and technology systems and production. In actual fact, the 
conventional policies aimed at supply (science and technology infrastructure) 
had mn;ch less influence in orienting technological development than other 
policies directed towards regulating technology imports. This can be 
illustrated with the results of the Brazilian policy of reserved markets for 
the informatics industry in the 1970s and 1980s. Even though, as a result of 
the measures restricting imports and the purchase guarantees for local 
producers, there was undoubtedly an expansion and diversification of products 
and domestic trade flows (P. Tigre, 1983), it is no less true that the 
technological updating of industry as a whole was delayed at a time when 
emphasis was being placed throughout the world on the importance of 
assimilating technologies of this type. When protection policies were 
changed, the electronics and infor.matics industry of Brazil was faced with 
great difficulties in trying to compete (ECLAC, 1991). Related industries 
such as the machine t~ols industry were also affected as a result of the 
difficulty of speedy updating in the direction of computerized numerical 
control, as the segment of greatest growth. 

18. Generally, all the determinants of competitiveness are interrelated, but 
not in an eqWll degree. Rivalry on th~ domestic market would seem to be the 
most influential determinant, at least according to Porter's interpretation. 
This determin.t!lllt stimulates the developaent of human resources and 
technologies and the con~inuous development of increasingly sophisticated 
products, providing a wide range of products and technical support to related 
industrie•. Nevertheless, the combination of policies in the 
"inward-oriented development" strategy would seem to have been negative for 
the development of this determinant. Naturally, the negative impact of the 
policies concerned was not homogeneous in the different countries, being less 
in countries of larger size (Brazil, Argentina, Mexico) since conditions were 
created for a relative degree of rivalry or diversity and complementarity in 
the industrial structure in the capital goods field (Chudnovsky, op. cit.). 

19. The other side of the coin is the decisive influence of the policies 
concerned on the strengthening of more conventional determinants such as 
dell8Dd and factor conditions. If we look at figure 1, we shall see that 
the two-way flow of interactions between these two determinants is noticeably 
higher than between any others. This is understandable if we remember that 
much of the anal:· .;.cal substrate of import substitution was based on the 
classical theory ?f international trade, according to which factor conditions 
have a decisive i.1pact. If the conditions of trade favoured an "unequal" 
equilibrium betwe.!11 manufactures and raw materials in favour of the former, 
policies were needed which would reverse the imbalance. This is equally valid 
for the inidal strategies of "export promotion" which sought to utilize the 
price advantages that could be offered by low-cost labour ~• the result of an 
appropriate exchange rate policy. Clearly, for much of this century, the 
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illportance of the "proportions among the factors" seemed decisive and guided 
the thinking behind development theories. Today, however, there are new 
conceptual developments supporting a more diverse view of the advantages 
derived from trade and the factors determining trade flows (see, for example, 
Dosi, Pavitt and Soete, 1990; Krugman, 1990). 

20. A clear example of this influence of factor conditions on strategic 
choices was constituted by policies on raw .. terial prices (lllU.). Tb~se bad 
strong effects on the expansion of domestic supply by transferring 
profitability frlllll the public sector to the private sector, this was 
strengthened by financing policies that also made it possible to overc<ae 
barriers to entry in the development of many investment projects which, under 
other conditions, might not have seen the light of day. For its part, the 
long-tera aupply of raw .. terials (1112) provided support for the peI'll81lence 
on the market of a countless number of producers, favouring the development of 
related ia4ustries. 

21. As a conclusion to this section, it can he affirmed that the "inward 
growth" policies were quite effective at the beginning, during what could be 
called the period of industrial establishment in the countries concerned. 
Later, they gradually underwent a df:terioration and distortion under the 
excessive iapact of the social and political interests that bad given rise to 
them. From the middle of the 1970s, with the big changes in the international 
context that have characterized the last quarter of this century, the policy 
framework began to be frankly inadequate, to the point of becoming an 
obstruction to the competitiveness of enterprises and their subsequent 
adaptation to the new environment. 

III. SECTORAL POLICIES IH THE NEW CONTEXT 

22. Bow can industrial development strategies be rebuilt in the new context? 
On the basis of what new elements should they be planned? Since the context 
has changed so much, what are the predominant relationships that will 
condition p:>licy design? What are the roles of the vari~us actors in the 
process? Bow much scope for manoeuvre is there in sectoral policies? This 
section attempts to provide very approximate answers to these questions that 
will be of relevance to the capital goods industry. 

23. The environment in which the capital goods indut:try is currently evolving 
in most Latin American and Caribbean countries is very different from what it 
was. As indicated in section I, we are now in an entirely different phase, in 
which many of the conditions in which enterprise activities are conducted are 
altering. Three general factors of change are crucial to the orientation of 
industrial promotion policies: (a) the perspectives of enterprise change; 
(b) the relationship tetween the State and the private sector, and (c) the 
horizontal and transv~rse dimension of policies. 

24. The perspectives of enterpriae cbanse. It != within the enterprise world 
that there is an increasingly evident and dramatic need for change& to enable 
firms to adapt to the new domestic environment and to the fo1·eign context from 
which they were relatively isolated during the previous phase. Adjusting to 
the conditions of an open economy is neither easy nor automatic, 1ince firms 
bave been operating according to organizational habits and petterns that were 
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suited to totally different requirements. Many of the functions and tasts of 
maiagers, professional personnel, supervisors and workers were geared to 
en~irooaeutal needs that were specific to a closed or semi-closed econCJllY. 
For example, storage and buying hmcticms ha7e engendered scant concern about 
the avoidance of waste or the opti..ization of stoct. lbere bas sillilarly been 
little interaction between the administrative and accounting areas and the 
production areas so as to develop a ComllOD language that would enable 
effective cost-accotDlting procedures to be set up in order to facilitate the 
continuous monitoring of costs. lbe same is also true of the strategic 
positioning of fi1'118, their strategies for product and process innovation, 
etc. As indicated in the preparatory paper for this Consultation (Widller, 
op. cit), capital goods firms need to refine their strategic outlook and know 
the direction in which their .. rtets are moving, which will probably oblige 
them to .. te internal adjustllents depending on the strategies chosen. 
Figure 2 shove an example of possible strategic options available to firas for 
improving their competitiveness in wider .. rtets. 

C<llPETITIVE 
SCOPE 

ficure 2 

Stratesies of cQ11petition 

Lower cost 

Broad target 1. Cost leadership 

Narrow target 3.a Cost focus 

Source: Widmer, op cit. 

Differentiation 

2. Differentiation 

3.b Differentiation 
focus 

A strategy centred on coats or on product quality may possibly entail 
decision-mating involving changes that will affect coat optimization 
(negotiations on prices and financing for input purchasing, high rotation of 
stock, elimination of waste) or different aspects of product qual.i.ty 
(reliability and durability in the case of specialized products, and 
versatility in the case of widely distributed products). However, regardless 
of the strategy to be pursued, firms will clearly need to revise their 
innovation strategy (in most cases lacking, at least in any specific form), 
their marketing strategy and their human resource strategy in order to 
introduce great'r flexibility into the implementation of their global 
strategies. The sequence of adaptation can, of course, occur in many ways 
depending on the market segment in which it takes place, the size of the firm, 
its presence in foreign markets, its local market share, etc. Whatever the 
case, it should be made clear that the key actions in the new industrial and 
sectoral strategy will be enterprise adaptation, modernization and re-siting -
locally and internationally. 
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25. Relationship between enter.prises and the State; tbe macroecoggey 
simplifies operations. As a result of the .. croecon011ic change of direction, 
many of the econ011ic variables affecting fi1ws nov operate in a climate of 
greater freedom, even though in msny countries full stabilization has not yet 
been achieved, particularly in the area of inflation. In other words, the 
markets involved (exchange, financial, goodi; and services) are nov beginning 
to perform their role as a means of resource allocation with greater 
regularity. 1bis change has radically transformed the relationship between 
enterprises and the State, since the profitability of enterprises is becoming 
less and less dependent on adllinistrative decisions of Governments. 1be State 
is functioning less and less as a regulator and guarantor of profitability and 
is starting to fulfil a different role as a creator of coaditiODS, as an 
ac~or in the business eovirODl9ellt, as a facilitator in the attaiDllellt of 
better strategic perspectives, and as an international negotiator in 
guaranteeing the preservation of firas' good positions and in promoting .. rtet 
access and intercountry cooperation. Whereas in the previous configuration 
the as,...etrical relationship was weighted in favour of the State, it now 
favours enterprises. In other words, the decisive role in the new industrial 
strategy is being taken over by enterprises and the State is coming to play an 
"acc011panying" role. 1be degree of "c011paDionship" can, of course, vary from 
co\Dltry to co\Dltry depending on the previous relationship, on the survival of 
efficient public corporations, on infrastructure requirements, etc. 1bere is 
thus considerable scope for manoeuvre in the relationship between the State 
and the private sector, particularly in the areas referred to below: 

(a) llmdaizing tbe benefit• of natural re•ource•. Although natural 
resources have declined in value as a primary source of advantages in 
international trade, their importance can nevertheless be regained if 
optimization strategies are coordinated on the basis of a more competitive use 
of the resources, which will entail rationalization of scales of production, 
the developnent of suppliers around the resources (specialized machinery and 
equii-ent, technological services), and cooperation in the establishment or 
upgrading of specific educational services as well as R ' D facilities. (For 
a fuller discussion of this point, see c. Perez, 1992.) The prospects and 
opportunities for cooperation between the State and the private sector in this 
area are very considerable. 

(b) lllmimizing the local potential. During the "inward growth" phase, 
government policies were introduced in an attempt to counteract the 
overconcentration of industry around the major cities and to encourage 
dispersal towards depopulated or economically depressed areas. Many of the 
incentives employed (fiscal, financial, infrastructure, etc.) prove~ almost 
totally ineffectual in disrupting the patterns of location around the major 
cities. With the change of policy whereby profitability in the domestic 
market and export profitability are being equalized, there is now a more 
favourable climate for the emergence of new territories with options of 
diversification or specialization that will depend on the particular field of 
business concerned. Here, the capital goods sector can serve as a support 
factor in 111&Ximizing local productive potential. 

(c) Focu. on illoOYatioa. Whereas, in the past, there was very little 
manifestation of the need for intensive efforts on the part of firms to 
upgrade their innovative capacities owing to the virtULl lack of competitive 
•ti.mulu. from their environment, in the new context this need i• becoming ever 
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more pressing, even though the firms themselves .. y not initia~ly be aware of 
its precise extent or be very clear as to hov to proceed. Also, very few 
technological or scientific institutions (in which the State has bad a 
predominant rol~) have directed their efforts at meeting the illmediate 
requirements of the private sector. 

{d) lhmaD reaources at: t:be cent:re of eYenbs. Competitiveness today is 
largely a .. tter of people, t:heir abilities, their initiative and their 
motivation. Total-quality management strategies, for example, will not be 
possible miles& they are based on greater individual responsibility at all 
levels of the firm. Although fir11S have a clear responsibility to accept this 
new situation and act accordingly, both the State (at the municipal and 
central level, and through training organizations) and the labour force itself 
have a vital role to play in identifying the new needs, in negotiating the 
development of new strategies, in strengthening appropriate institutions, etc. 

26. Borizontal and transverse policies. Clearly, therefore~ the State cannot 
give up performing a role in relation to industry. What is happening is that 
the directioa of government 3ction is undergoing a major change. The most 
important point is not that State involvement is diminishing but rather that 
the nature of the influence is changing in qualitative terms (see M. Crozier, 
1991). In the industrial sphere, there is a trend towards two kinds of 
policies: horizontal and transverse. (On this point, see Ministry of 
Development (Venezuela), 1992, and B. Garcia Larralde, 1992.) Borizootal or 
longitudinal policies affect all firms equally, are non-discriminatory and 
foster global improvements in the competitive environment and in the 
advantages that the enterprise sector can derive from that environment. 
Typical of this new methodology are financial policies based on second-tier 
bank schemes that do not seek to benefit specific sectors but rather to create 
new financing tools, such as access to credit for intangibles or for 
enterprise change in general. By contrast, transverse policies cannot avoid 
sectoral specificities and must consequently act in a way that encourages 
results in line with such special features. This is the case with the 
training of specialist workers or with the new relationships between State 
corporations that supply inputs (steel, alWBiniWB, copper, petrochemicals) and 
their customers. Although in an environment of open competition such 
corporations should not in principle distinguish between their domestic and 
foreign markets, there must clearly be guaranteed supplies of products for 
local processing. 

IV. ENTERPRISE STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING THE CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY 
IN LATIN AMERICA 

27. £xplorin1 stratesic perspectives. Raving set out a conceptual framework 
to situate the policies in the new environment and having given a brief 
outline of competitiveness at the sectoral level, we can now undertake a more 
detailed discussion centred on an analysis of strategi~s and policies. It 
1hould be made clear that the ideas propounded are strictly hypothetical, 
1ince they are not univer1ally applicable to all countries. Figure 3 shows 
various 1tage1 in a projected restructuring of the capital goods industry, the 
1tarting-point for which i1 economic adju1tment. Thi• 1trategic outlook is 
ba1ed upon enterprise adaptation to the new environment in the long term. 
Con1equently, two 1imultaneou1 per1pective1 are included. The fir1t, in broad 
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tenu, distinguishes each phase (Grientation) as the .. turation of responses 
over t•. The second comprises two strategic options that becoee 
increasingly divergent over time, since the firms involved are targeting 
essentially different 83ckets. Type A strategies correspond to capital goods 
finu that have becOlle strong as suppliers ( .. inly to order) of high-growth 
d011estic sectors (electricity, petroleum, •ining, agro-industries, etc.) in 
the countries and coull become integrated into local or subregional service 
networks which will assume increasing importance if tho6e sectors have to 
compete globally or undergo sustained growth in order to guarantee local 
supplies. It can thus be seen that a "support others" strategy ic being 
propounded, to which we will revert subsequently. Type B strategies 
correspond to fiCllS 11811ufacturing llOre widely distributed products that could 
gain entry into international market niches, which would lead to greater 
independence frc:a the local networks and to integration into global networks. 

28. Following the progression over time, there will initially be a phase of 
post-adjuat.eot transition during which it will be a question of riding out 
the storm, since the .. ladjuataents of an entire decade have severely affected 
investment in many productive sectors and countries and, with it, the 
short-term growth potentialities of the capital goods industry. This is a 
phase in which rationalization and internal preparations for better times will 
probably predominate. In such circwastances, capit91 goods firms will not be 
very inclined to embark upon modernization processes by investing in fixed 
assets. An example worth mentioning concerns the efforts of the machine tools 
sector in Brazil, which, as a result of the sharp decline in sales, developed 
a strategy for the partial modernization of the nation's installed machinery 
stock, in particular through retrofitting, or installing automatic systems on 
used machines. In this case, an aggressive after-sales service policy enables 
preparations to be made fo~ when investment picks up. If the strategic 
options are examined individually, it can be seen that efforts to evaluate the 
environment (which markets are growing, which are stagnating, which are 
waning) will be directed either at the domestic or subregional market or at 
the foreign market depending on the type of strategy pursued. The same 
applies with regard to product selectivity for a specialization approach and 
to relationships with local customers. It would seem that the moat 
globally-oriented firms need to make the greatest efforts at internal 
reorganization in order to put themselves on a par with their international 
counterparts. This phase could also be described as one of exploration. 

29. A second phaH is based upon cbaoge and repodtioaing once the 
perspectives of growth have been identified. Efforts directed at enterprise 
modernization with a view to initiating steps towards the new goals will 
predominate. Modernization is likely to be baaed more on the development of 
intangible• than on the purchase of new equipment. This will probably 
require increased efforts at developing human resources as a key factor in 
mating improvements within the firm. Also, depending on the strategic option 
concerned, alliance• or mergers will be formed at the local/subregional 
level or sought in the international sphere. The two options will tend to 
diverge still further 1ince, in one case, there will be increased integration 
into local service networks whereas, in the other, attempts will be made at 
negotiating an entry into global networks. The key in both cases will be 
specialization, except that wider-ranging technological efforts will be 
required in type B strategies. 
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Enterprise stratcqjcs: options bJ lJPC of fi111 

ORIENTATION: 

Riding out the sto,.. 
Rationalization 
Evaluating the 
environment 

I STRATEGI A I 

Redefining relationships 
with local cust1111trs 
Concentrating on key 
products 
Evaluating options for 
increasing international 
urket share 

I STRATEG! B I 

fvaluating the inter
national environ.cnt 
Selective identification 
of product f111ilies 
Organizational 
adjust111tnts 

Phase I: 

Post-adjustllcnt transition 
3-5 years 

ORIENTATION: 

ttodemiution 
Specialiation 
tft!oun resources 
Specific investllents 

I STRATEGY A I 

Alliances or 111rgcrs 
at national level 
Upgrading of speciali
zation facilities 
(quality versus costs) 
Integration into local 
service networks 

I STRATEGy B i 

• International alliantes 
Specialization 
Negotiations with global 
service networks 
Aggressive technological 
strategics 

PhtH II: 

Change and repositioning 
5-7 yHrs 

ORIENTATION: 

• Regional stabilization 
Upgrading of innovative 
capacity 

I STRATEGY A I 

. Strong links with high
growth sectors 
Clusters of related 
services 

Lill4TEGI B I 

• C1p1city to follow up 
product innovations 
Stable links with global 
service networks 

Phtse III: 

Role uturation 
5-7 years 

TYPE A STRATEGIES: Correspond to capital goods fi,...s incorporated into service networks in 
the countries (or subregions). 

TYPE 8 STRATEGIES: Correspond to capital goods fi"'5 fully integrated into global urkets. 
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30. In the third phase the key coepetitiveness factors in the countries will 
have beccme clearer and the strategic options 110re sharply delineated. In the 
case of type A strategies, strong lints will have been established with the 
highest-growth sectors in the economies and the picture of regional 
comple11entarity will have become 110re distinct as a result of the 
strengthening of "regional submarltets". The "external" support mecbanisas 
designed tQ enhance responsiveness (innovation, human resources, technological 
services) should also have been strengthened. However, the 110st important 
aspect of this strategic vision ia the role to be perfo'Dled by the sector. 
In contrast to the "inward g:.;:ovth" phase, when it was believed that the 
capital goods industry would fulfil a "technological motor" role similar to 
that of other industries, as bad occurred in the advanced industrialized 
countries (Rosenberg, 1973), in this new phase the Latin American capital 
goods industry will need to be primlarily a means of technological assimilation 
and a support to the highest-growth sect-rs in those countries or submarltets 
that have succeeded in stabilizing their economies. T.lia will aean abandoning 
a leading role and accepting a llOre modest one. Type B strategies will have 
resulted in product faatilies in some countries that have ~cquired a particular 
dynaai- built around a strong capacity to follow up product innmrations and 
stable lints with global service networks. 

COHCLUSI<llS ARD ~TI<llS 

V. A NEW POLICY AGPJIM FOR TIE 1990s 

31. Raving examined various strategic options for the region's capital goods 
firms, we should now explore in detail the different policies available to the 
countries for improving enterprise competitiveness. We have already seen bow 
horizontal and transverse policies implemented by the State can be combined 
with differently oriented policies pursued principally by the private sector. 
Table 2 gives a SUllll&rized breakdown of the policy perspective, on the basis 
of the following criteria: 

(a) The effects of the policies on the four determinants -:-.f 
competitiveness discussed in section II (paragraphs 14-18); 

(b) A brief description of the mechanisms to be employed with a view to 
putting the policies into effect; 

(c) An indication as to whether they are horizontal or transverse 
policies or a mix of both; 

(d) An indication as to whether they are policies for the public sector, 
for enterprises or for industrial associations or a combination of these. 
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Polict11 

1. FM:Tm e1111mm 
HUIWe R£$CUC[$ 

1. Sk'114HI labour 

2. Haftag9119nt develo,..nt 
and in-service training 

FINANCING 

3. Access to cr4Hlit 

4. Promotion of new .. cbani1e 

-~.: 

~ • 
_ _.. __ _ 

.... 
.... ~ 'l , , 

T1bl1 2 

Policies for 1Wtroytng tbt CQ111lttty1n111 pf the c1ptt1J gpgd1 tndy1trr 

D11crtption 

- :::Trading of skills in traditional trades 
- Roe of new technologies (NCMT, CAD/CAM) 
- Strategic skills (111tulds, dies) 

- Strengthening of .. nag111911t centres 
- Introduction of .. nagtt11nt in-service 

training progr .... s 

- Clear rules on cr4Hlit facilities 
(ti .... spans. rates, dead ti .. ) 

- Ca11pliance 1110nitoring 

- Intangibles financing 
- Venture capital 
- Factoring 
- Leasing 
- Reciprocal guarantees 
- Sales financing 

Type Actors 

Public Industrial 
Horizontal Transverse sector Enterprises associations 

x x 
x x x 
x x 

x x x 

x x x x x 

x x 
x x 

x x x 
x x 

x x 
x x 

x x 
x x x 
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PoHctes 

RAW MTOIALS 

s. l .. rovtng c-...uu~ess 
of pulalic enterprises 

11 .... men1• 
STATE PURCHMES 

6. Development of suppliers 

EXPORT IOOSTING 

7. ttarket intelligence 

8. C~rcial ag ...... nts 

'\. 
-•--

-.~""'",.. "';I .... 
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T1bl1 i (cpnttnutd) 

Ppltct11 fpr 1111Jrpytng tht CQ111Jftttty1n111 pf tht c1pjl1l gppda industry 

Type Actors 

Description Public Industrial 
Horizontal Transverse sector Enterprises 1ssoci1tfons 

- Enterprise restructuring 
- Prtvat hat ion 
- Identifying and negotiating supplies 

- Strategic policies of .. jor furchasers 
- Progr ... tnf and updatin~ of nvest .. nt and 

tendering nfo .... tton (regional level) 
- Establishing of cooperation pro,r .... s 

(froduct design, .. thodologtes or d ... nd 
d saggregation) 

- 1 .. 1-nting .. chantsm for 
~therinf, analysing and updating 

fo .... t on on ext1rnal .. rkets 
and their behaviour 

- 9'11ttlatera1 (integration) 
- 8ilatera1 

x 

x 

~ 

x 

x 
x 

IC 

x 

x 

x 

IC 
IC 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

.. . ~ 
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x 

x 

IC 

-
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IC 
IC 
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T1bl1 2 (cnntinyf4) 

Ppltci11 fnr t .. rpying tbt cgmp1titiytn111 pf tbt c1ptt1J good1 indu1tr1 

Poltcies 

Ill. S1UTRY. ~Me llYAUY 

lltvtSTMENT PltOMOT!ON 

9. Strategic alliances 

10. Action at State and 
9Uftict,.1 la"Yel 

11. ..,,._ting of legislation 

INDUSTllAl PROPEITY 

JZ. ..,,._ting of legislation 

- t3. - Mocl•mhatton of systam 

METROl.OGY 

14. o;tto 

STAIGMDIZATION 

JS. Ditto 

PttOltOTION Of' COtl'ETITION 

16. leghlatton 

17. Institutional .. chanis111 

'.\ 
~a. __ 

Type 

Description Horizontal Transvers• 

- s .. king agr..-.nts wtth foreign firms JC 

- Tax relief 
- Information on projects and resources JC JC 

JC 

- Regional har90nization of codes JC 

JC 

Ditto x 

Ditto JC JC 

- Unfair C011Petition, anti-dU11Ping and 
consU111r protection laws JC 

- Organi1attons to pr0110te C011Petition JC 
- Anti-dU11Ping and anti-subsidy organizations x JC 
- ConsUlllr education and protection 

organizations JC JC 

- '--- - -

Actors 

Publtc Indu1trtal 
sac tor Enterprises associattons 

JC 

JC JC 

JC JC 

JC 

JC JC 

JC JC 

JC JC JC 

JC 

JC 

JC 
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. -
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As will be seen from the table, few policies fall into the exclusive domain of 
the public sector. Special aention should be 11ade of policies aimed at the 
eatablishllent of rules. regulations and laws relating to the environment in 
which finu operate. Also. the various tools that are described involve the 
joint efforts of two or three of the actors concerned. A combination of 
horizontal and transverse policies can siailarly be observed, which suggests 
the existence of ample scope for manoeuvre in •ixing policies. The 
predominance of one policy over another or the greater iaportance of any one 
of the actors will depend on the degree of institutional maturity and 
professional expertise attained by the country during the previoua period. 
The remainder of this section will highlight sr.me of the areas of government, 
private-sector and joint action that will 11alte it possible to strengthen 
enterprise responsiveness to the de11a11ds of each developmental phase within 
the capital goods industry. 

32. Jbc cbellenp of ..._., rewoarcu. If Latin America can draw any lesson 
from development strategies in other continents, it concerns the effective 
development of huaan resources. A change of direction here would require 
determined efforts to improve people's professional standards at all levels. 
particularly now that current management practice means that htman beings have 
ceased to be mere factors of production and have become a potential source of 
continuous improvement - provided. of course, that it is realized that the 
peorle concerned (workers. middle managers) must take on a correspondingly 
greater share of responsibility in the design. execution and monitoring of 
their own goals. In this connection, it should be 1111de clear that to 
implement successful total-quality policies will be difficult without the 
cOllllitment of the majority of the enterprise workforce. Developing the human 
resourr.e potential of the capital goods industry is a typical example of the 
need for joint efforts on the part of the actors involved. In most countries 
there are government mecbanisas for skills training. with inputs from 
enterprises. trade tmions and the State itself. However, with the 
ever-mounting deficits in the public sector, the capacity of many such 
institutions to keep in touch with the requirements of modern skills training 
has progressively diminished. There is now an urgent need to rescue these 
institutions. for which a new approach is essential. Such an approach could 
be suamarized as follows: 

(a) 8cctori14tioo: To allow the identification of specific skill 
requirements in line with current technological changes (CNC 1 CAD, dimensional 
metrology. moulds and dies, tools); 

(b) Deccntralizatioo: So that "lighter" organizations can remain 
constantly alert to the needs of entrepreneurs and ~orlters (Crozier. 1990); 

(c) .IDYoly ot: The fostering of a new participatory culture should 
cease to follow a diacuraive approach and become an accepted principle in the 
productive practice of the plant; 

(d) Coaperatioo: The Government. entrepreneurs and trade unions all 
need to participate and, if poasible, channel international cooperation 
(see table 2). 

33. When a consensu1 is achieved l!lllODI apecialiat inatitutions (institutes of 
management. tecbnological inatitutea, international conaultants, technology 
aupplier1), a wide range of apecific management training needs can also be 
puraued (aee annex 1 concerning the Regional Prograame for Induatrial 
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Aut01aation). However, it is necessary to change the curricula of the 
vocational courses llOSt involved, such as engineering, economics and labour 
relations, and also to introduce advanced training and .aster's degree courses 
in these areas. 

34. Pneptipr imJ9'1Rti.m md eoteqpriae r ..... p. In section II we examined 
how specific technological development policies ''bounced off" the bard shell 
of an uncompetitive environment that was highly oriented towards the 
purchasing of illported machinery at comparatively low cost. It has been 
possible to identify bow, in the new context, innovation will be an 
increasingly important factor in the success of the enterprise strategies put 
forward. It should, however, be pointed out that this does not jt:at mean 
innovations in the "physical" productive process involving 110difications to 
machinery or changes in product fon1at. It is equally illportant to be able to 
change organizations, to make them more responsive to the market, and to 
adjust their functions so that they become institutions facilitating 
continuous learning (see paragraph 24). Here too, the roles of the actors are 
varied. Governments need to undertake institutional reinforcement in the 
area of technological support services (industrial property, standardization, 
metrology), fully in touch with the new requirements. Such assistance is most 
needed in the case of exporting firms, which have to comply with very specific 
certification requirements in their foreign markets. There is also a need to 
upgrade technological centres offering a wide range of services (product 
design, evaluating equipment and system modernization options, 
characterization of materials, development of prototypes). In the case of the 
capital goods industry, the combined efforts of enterprises and technological 
centres is called for in order to enhance firms' innovative capacities in 
various areas: (a) industrial design; (b) development of tools th&':~ will help 
firms set up specific projects, such as the introduction of new products er 
process changes (layout, modernization, new investment in processes such as 
heat treatment, specialized welding, etc.). 

35. Industrial associations need to stimulate enterprise-to-enterprise links 
and cooperation. For this to be possible, these associations must upgrade 
their capacity for handling national and international information, uct as a 
bridge to potential investors in other continents, hold seminars on processes, 
follow up future service requirements, promote regional enterprise-to
enterprise cooperation, and negotiate cooperation arrangements with major 
buyers (in the case of type A strategies) for the development of new 
products. (In Venezuela, for example, cooperation between the petroleum 
industry and the manufacturing industry has r.ade it possible to develop 
sensing and early response systems for oil wells.) 

36. Finally, enterprises must be at the forefront of the changes in the areas 
of innovation referred to. To ensure that the changes take place efficiently, 
enterprises need to establish effective systems for the planning, introduction 
and internal monitoring of the changes in the form of project methodologies 
whereby thP. various phases of the process of change, the use of resource~ and 
the timing can be evaluated - otherwise, the technical and managerial staff 
involved in the process of change could well b~come disheartened. 

37. ~ fjpegcial 1RPraacbe1 8lld tC>lll•· Of all policiea, financing i• the 
most difficult to implement. Here the problem lies chiefly in developing 
horizontal policies aimed at restructuring public and private finan~ing 
systems. In the caae of private institutions, major efforts to achieve 
internal savings are to be encouraged in order to finanr,e the fo,,estr.1ent 
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required to impleMent the change. In the public sphere, rationalization 
should aake it possible to secure medium- and long-te:L111 borrowing in the 
market to supplement the funds that can be raised through public channels 
(ECLAC, 1990). However, there are a number of proble11& to be addressed. In 
the first place, the financing of investments in fixed assets may not 
necessarily be the crux of the requirements in the new context. The 
increasing importance attaching to the financing of other areas has been 
highlighted recently (C. Perez, op. cit.). Consequently, the financial system 
needs to provide for expeditious mechanisms for accessing funds within the 
banking sector so that enterprises can finance their processes of change. 
However, it is not clear when the private sector will require funds for 
intangibles once the opening-up process has been initiated. 

38. With regard to the financing of inncvations, the process is more complex 
since these activities entail high levels of risk. In some Latin American 
countries (e.g., Chile), mechanisms have been introduced for technological 
develoi-ent funding that are based on reciprocity between centres providing 
services and firms. The former are granted subsidies provided that the 
projects are aimed at meeting the needs of particular firms. The latter are 
financed provided that they use the services of local specialist centres. 

39. A second problem concerns the financing of enterprises that have very 
little opportunity of access to ordinary funding channels. This is the case 
with small and medit.111-sized industrial enterprises, which do not possess the 
advantages to enable them to borrow in proportion to their importance within 
the economy (job creation or outp~t). Here again, horizontal policies that 
will improve accessibility are called for. One mechanism that has become 
widespread is the reciprocal guarantee fund, which enables subscribing firms 
to obtain much larger loans backed by t~e fund. However, there is still a 
substantial segment of enterprise activities - especially those that are the 
most teclmologically innovative - that tends to remain outside the formal 
financial system and that could potentially play an important role in 
developing opportmlities. The best mechanism for ensuring that this sizeable 
segment has access to financing ia constituted by riat capital funds, for 
which certain requisites in the financial system and in the securities market 
have to be satisfied to facilitate the mobilization of funds, involvement in 
project management and ease of withdrawal by the investors once the 
enterprises have been launched and initial output is under way. Both these 
financing mechanisms require institutional changes and a maturation time of 
not less than five to seven y~ars for them to become fully operational. 

40. A third problem, which relates more to the short term, basically concerns 
the need for improvements in the provision of services. Depending on the 
timing and the strategy adopted, leaaing and factoring can be important as 
means of improving the conditions for the integration of regional suppliers of 
equipment, particularly those selling equipment manufactured to order. Also, 
with a view to facilitating entry into international markets, accessing 
mechanisms need to be introduced in the form of securellellt or instruments 
that facilitate trade (bank guarantees, documents against payment, letters of 
credit). (See issue paper I for this Consultation.) 

41. A aood •is of policie1. The choice and adoption of policies to support 
the strategic options analysed in the previous section should be based on an 
identification of the optimum combination of actions that will satisfy the 
enterprise requirements during each pha1e. Put differently, not all policies 
have the same importance at any one time, nor do the people responsible for 
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putting them into effect always have to be ~be same. A crucial factor in 
policy implementation is thus the strategy phase through which the countries• 
industries are passing. That will determine the greater :importance of some 
policies in relation to others. Table 3 shows a proposed reclassif'i.cation of 
policies by implementation phase. 

Table 3 

Sequence of policy implementation 

PHASE I 

+ Buman resources 
Skill upgrading 
in trades and 
management 

+ Rav materials -- Supply 
parameters 

+ Exports -~~~- Market 
intelligence 

+ Financial 

+ State purchases 

+ Investment 
+ Promotion of 

Sales financing 
Leasing 
Reciprocal 
guarantees 

Enterprise 
policies 

competition Legislation 
+ Industrial property 

PHASE II 

+ Bmnan resources -- Nev teclmologies 
Management 
upgrading 

+ Rav materials Enterprise 
restructuring/ 
privatization 

+ Investment ----- Alliances 
State and 
municipal level 

+ Promotion of competition - metrology 

+ Financial 
Intangibles 
Factoring 
Rules 

i Purchases ----- loves tmen t 
and tendering 
information 

+ Exports ------- Coamiercial 
agreements 

+ Industrial property - standardization ------------ Modernization of systems 
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PHASE III 

Strategic skills 
+ B...an resources - Strengthening of 

management centres 

+ Rav 11aterials and Cooperation 
State purchases - programaes 

+ Promotion of Institutional 
competition --- mechanisms 

+ Coordination of (Industrial 
technological -- property, 
services metrology, 

standardization) 

+Financing --- Risk capital 

+ Exports 
Agreements with 

---- domestic and 
foreign banks 

+ Investment Infol'IM tion on 
projects and 
resources at 
local level 
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